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Introduction 

Self-sufficiency in food has been the focus of Sri 1.anka's agricultural policy 
for the past several decades. Consistent with this goal, a major strategy has been 
one of trying to expand the acreage under food crops .. primarily paddy --  
through the development of major irrigation schemes, Investment in major irri- 
gated agricultural schemes has also allowed for the resettlement of landless and 
unemployed people from the more congested regions into hitherto sparsely pop- 
ulated areas of the country. 

As avenues for expanding paddy acreaps  meet natural limits, the govern- 
ment turned to a strategy based on the intensification of agricultural production 
on existing irrigated lands, especially those coming under minor irrigation tank- 
s/anicuts. Within this larger effort, the Village Irrigation Rehabilitation Pro- 
gramme (VIRP) occupies a significant posilion. It seeks to rehabilitate some 
1,200 village tanks and anicuts in 14 distric:ts of the island. Rehabilitation of 
these small-scale tankdanicuts it is believed would offer certain advantages: 1) 
short-gestation periods compared to r ehab ih t ion  of large-scale irrigation works, 
2) dispersion of government funds to neglected rural areas for the upliftment of 

the welfare of the poorest sections, and 3) creating conditions for more effi- 
cient use and control of water and as a consequence, expansion of the crop 
acreage as well as cropping intensity. 

The potential for the development of minor irrigation has been highlighted 
in several reports (Gunadasa et al. 1980). It has been estimated .that minor 
irrigation accounts for &5% of the 450,000 under irrigation and carries ;acres 
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33% of the paddy extent and contribntes 22% of the paddy production.' How- 
ever only 50% of minor irrigation schemes are considered to he in working 
condition (at varying degrees of efficiency) while 30% of the irrigahle area 
remain uautilized or underutilized fur paddy cnltivation. Thus it has been esti- 
mated that the potential exists to increase the #cultivable area under minor irri- 
gation by about 50,OOO to 75,000 hectares (GunJidasa et al. 1980). 

This paper describes the VIRP whic.h is a jtate-assisted programme for the 
rehabilitation of minor irrigation systems in li. districts of the island. As such 
the VSRP is not a case study nor is i t  a progranme aimed at promoting f2.rmer 
management of village irrigation systems. Ratiier the VSRP seeks to improve 
agricultural productivity under village irrigation systems through physical 
refurbishment of the irrigation works and the introduction of a water manage- 
ment package. For the latter purpose, certain institutional arrangements are 
advocated. To the extent that these institutional arrangements involve some 
degree of farmer participation, they constitute the focus of this paper. 

i 

j 
! 

Villa e Irrigation 
Reha % ilitation Programme (VIRP) 

Objectives of the VIRP 

The VSRP has two main objectives: physical rehabilitation of deteriorated 

and the introduction of a systematic water management programme to ensure 
efficient utilization of stored water once rehabilitation work is completed. The 
project also aims to strengthen the major government departments involved with 
minor irrigation. particularly the Department <)f Agrarian Services (DAS), by 
providing them with the necessary training, staff, equipment, and transport to 
ensure proper maintenance of these schemes. 

minor irrigation schemes to increase agricultural production and farm incomes, 2 

'Minor irrigation works are defined as those that eommaitd an irrigated area of 200 BCTBS. In this 
paper, the terms minor irrigation, village irrigation and small-scale irrigation are used 
interchangcahly. 

'This includes schemes currently in use at low levels of efficiency, thmc ahandoned some years 
previoasly, and those where no cultivatinn i s  done. 



Programme Scope 

Under the VIRP, the Government of Ijri Lanka, with assistance from the 
World Eank, has embarked on a programme to rehabilitate 1,200 minor irriga- 
tion systems. It is expected that the rehabilitation work will minimize uncertain- 
ties related to irrigation water on 77,805 acres of land, benefitting 20,000 . 
25,000 farm families. The project area is spr:ad over almost the whole of the dry 
and intermediate zones, and a small part of the wet zone.3 In addition to physi- 
cal rehabilitation, the DAS has been requested to implement a water manage- 
ment programme for each of the rehabilitate,] systems. 

Costs and Benefits 

The VIRP is a 5 year (1981-85) project and has a budget of US $25.9 million 
or US $43.6 million including price contin1:encies (World Bank 1981).4 There 
are five main budget heads; civil works, equipment, incremental staff costs and 
other incremental costs and training, evaluation, and assistance. 

About 11% of civil works are for dowrstream works. The training evalua. 
tion and technical assistance allocation and .:he incremental staff cost allocation 
(except regional office allocations) are mainly for water management, while the 
other incremental costs and equipment budget is mainly for headworks. Accord- 
ingly, the share for water management in the budget (net of price contingencies) 
is US $3.4 million or about 13%. The project life has been estimated to be 25 
years, with the project reaching its full prodtiction levels in 1991. It is estimated 
that with full maturity of the project, cropping intensity would increase 116% 
and lead t o  an increase in rice production 01' 37,800 tons per annum and a 43% 
increase in per capita income. 

Implementing Agencies 

The lrrigation Department (ID) is responsible for the civil works compo- 
nent of the project. Physical rehabilitation includes improvement of tank bunds 
and spillways; replacement of all sluices; improvement of main channels; 

6 

3The tanks predominate in the dry zone and anicuts f>d into the intermediate and wet zone m m ~ .  

*Planned now to extend until 1981. 

5For a district-wise breakdown of expenditure and piys ica l  progress rehabilitation from 1981 to 

1985. 
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alignment of main channels and field channel:;; and provision of appropriate 
drainage systems, control structures, turnout structures, and measuring devices. 

Once rehabilitated, the ID hands over thj: irrigation system to the DAS 
which is then responsible for planning and implementing a water management 
programme to ensure optinium utilization of th': available water. Specific water 
management programmes are to be drawn up for individual tanks in consultation 
with farmers6 Operation and maintenance fun(:tions become the responsibility 
of the farmers with DAS support. However th<: ID is responsible for ensuring 
satisfactory functioning of the headworks and slructures rehabilitated under the 
project, for a period of 2 years thereafter. 

Criteria for Selection of Tanks/ Anicuts for Rehabilitation 

The project speciries that highest priority should be given to those irriga- 
tion systems that would yield maximum return:: with minimal investment. Low- 
est priority is to he accorded to those minor works that have been abandoned 
long ago and would need almost complete reconstruction. The following specific 
criteria are used in the selection process (World Bank 1981): 

1. The command area under a tank should not be less than 20 acres except if 
a tank is one in a cascade and requires improvements to provide safety for 
the tanks downstream. 

Tanks in inliahited areas with easy access should be given priority. 

The useful storage of the tank should not he less than 3 acre feet per acre, 
2.5 acre feet per acre, and 1.5 acre feet 3er acre of command area in the 
dry, intermediate, and wet zones respechely. 

The useful tank storage should not exceed 70% of the yield potential corn- 
puted from sio-yield curves of the Irrigation Departrnenl. 

The tank should benefit at least 10 families 

'The incremcntal area brought under direct maha irrigation should be at 
least 10 times privately irrigated lands submergcd or three times other 
cultivated lands submerged. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
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7. The soils of the  catchment area, reserioir, and the command area should 
be suitable for their respective purpose. 

The cost for a project including all civ l works and physical contingencies 
valued at mid-1980 prices, but excluding price contingencies, engineering 
and administration, should not exceed Rs. 5,000 per acre for the existing 
area plus Rs. 10,000 per acre for the inwemental area. 

8 .  

Strategy for Promoting 
Partieipation/Organisation of Farmers 

Subsequent to rehabilitation, operation and maintenance activities become 
the responsibility of tho farmers with the support and sponsorship of the (DAS). 

Agricultural Planning Team 

The DAS does this through the Agricultiiral Planning Team (APT) which is 
constituted for each district, The APT is in effect an appendage of the DAS and 
consists of three government officers: the l'echnical Assistant (TA), the Agri- 
cultural Instructor (AI) and the Divisional Officer (DO).7 While the A1 is a 
divisional officer of the Department of Agi,iculture, the TA and the DO are 
employees of the DAS. 

The principal function of the APT is to ibrmulate and thereafter implement 
a water management programme for each rehabilitated tank/anicut, in consulta- 
tion with the farmers. Each APT is responsible for all the tankdanicuts under 
VIRP for a district, and the A P T  is supposed to visit each refurbished system at 
regular intervals. A tank supervisor, a salaried official, is appointed to supervise 
10-15 tanks and is meant to assist the TA of the APT. 

As such, the APT is supposed to spend approximately 2 weeks in each 
locality, and become acquainted with the specific requirements of each tank 
anicut. Local feedback is to he provided by the Cultivation Officer, the Tank 
Supervisor, the KVS and the Vel Vidane, -Mhile farmer concurrence is to be 
obtained for the different components of the water management package. The 
APT members are taught in their training that these programmes should be 

7The DO was a recent addition t n  the APT,  upon r,:cogsition of the importance of paying 
attention to the social and community aspects of village Irrigation. 
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developed on the basis of rainfall,” soil type, and hydrological data and a proper 
nndcrstanding of existing agricultural practicec for each area; and that due con- 
sideration should be given to production constraints and risks under which the 
cultivators operate. 

Aftcr the APT has finalized the water mmagement plan and it has been 
approved by the Deputy Commissioner (Water Management) in Colombo, the 
Tank Supervisor sees that the command area is divided into areas of about 4 
acres each around a field canal and consisting of 6-10 farmers. These groups 
in turn each select a farmer representative (FR), all of whom are represented in 
the Tank Committee. 

Tank Committee 

The Tank Committee is regardcd as the ~ ~ r i m a r y  vehicle to enlist farmer 
participalion in operation and maintenance activities. The Tank Committee is 
without legal status and is meant to he a relatilely informal brganisation that is 
formed with the impetus provided by the APT.9 The Tank Committee consists of 
the Vel Vidane (as Chairman),” thc FRs and the relevant government offices 
including the Cultivation Officer and KVS.” It is thus composed of government 
officials and FKs. The responsihility for organising agricultural inputs and for 
providing extension advice falls on the officers in the committee while the dis. 
trihution of water and the resolution of conflicts are the responsihility of the 
Vel Vidane and the FKs. Hence there is a division of responsibilities; those 
irrigation-cum-agricultural tasks that require extra-community activity and by 
definition warrant a certain amount of governmental intervention are performed 
by the government’s representatives in the Tank Committee, while matters that 
strictly concern the community are left to the l3tter’s representatives Tor media. 
tion through the Vel Vidane. However the Tartk Supervisor remains in overall 
charge of the walcr management programme. 

The ‘Sank Committee, the concept of whick is introduced from without, hut 
whase evolution is considered to be from within the ”hydraulic community,” 
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with the impetus being given by the APT is thus Ihe local organisation that is 
promotcd under the VIRP. Thc scope of activities of this organisation is con- 
fined to irrigation-cum-agricultiiral matters and it derives its authority mainly 
from the state, and to a lesser degree, f r o n  an interest group constituency 
(those dependent on the irrigation water). 1 .s niembership likewise consists o l  
the lowest lcvel of the government administratiGe structure as it relates to irri- 
gation and crop production matters, and FRs who are responsible to the 
memhcrs in the paddy tract.12 Hence the government officials are accountable 
"upwards" so to speak to the state, whilst the FKs are responsible "downwards" 
to those who own irrigable paddy land under the particular water source. Like- 
wise the state officers are responsible for act vities that are dependent on inter- 
action with the wider society--e.g., ensuring timely delivery of inputs--while the 
FRs are responsible for matters that concern the community, and can be 
mediated within it. However in reality, man:{ of these latter decisions are also 
made by the officers, because only they have the necessary legal backing for 
remedial action (i.e., for prosecution at the Mngistrate's court). 

Hence the Tank Committee is strictly speaking not a farmer organisation; 
rather it provides a convenient meeting plac: or nexus between the state as it 
reaches down to provide benefits such as extmsion advice or production inputs, 
and the community, through its representativ'zs, reaches up to receive them. 

The Tank Committee moreover is a standardized blueprint that is intro- 
duced as a vehicle for resource management and mobilization purposes under 
the VIRP. It is the recommended arrangement for all refurbished tankdanicuts, 
irrespective of existing arrangements for irrigation water management. The only 
proviso is the number of farmers. If a particu ar irrigation system has more than 
15 farmers, farmer grouping is recommended. 13 

The Tank Committees together are not federated up to a higher level. In a 
sense this, plus the pronounced government oresence in the composition of the 
Tank Committee, show that the basis for ovganisation is not to empower the 
farmers to be the key figures in irrigation maiagement decisions or enable them 
to collectively bargain for their rights as a hydraulic community. Rather farmers 
are encouraged to come together primarily fcr purposes of undertaking agricul- 
tural and irrigation related tasks as set out by the water management pro- 
gramme, which in turn is mainly an artifact ,)f the APT, though of course hav- 
ing farmer consensus. And to do this, the Tank Committee is constituted so as 
to have the correct mix of local-level participation and state intervention. In  the 

"Though it is considered preferable that thore elected own land in the command area, there is no 
means to ensure this. 

13Maanual on d h g e  irrigation. Department of Agariar Services April. 1984. 
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final analysis the latter superceded the former as a state official--the tank 
supervisor-was ultimately responsible for the iinplementation of the water man- 
agement p r~gramme. '~  Hence the APTs and the Tank Committees can he seen as 
state sponsored vehicles for implementing a prescribed water management prn- 
gramme rather than as mechanisms to encoura;e farmer involvement in system 
rehabilitation, management, and operation. 

.Attempted Solutions and Results 

During the course of implementation, ceruin defects in approach were rec- 
ognized and remedial action taken to improve them. At least five of these factors 
hear mentioning. One of the most important changes was to bring in the APTs 
at the time an irrigation system is identified for rehabilitation SO that it could 
have snme input from the early stages of the rehabilitation process. In addition, 
the constitution of the APT was changed to include a DO who would pay atten- 
tion to the social and community aspects of village irrigation. 

Along with these changes i t  was decided that the Tank Supervisor was in a 
superfluous position and that in many ways lie performed the activities that 
could have been done by the Vel Vidane. Hence about 2 years ago this position 
was abolished, so that once the APT moved out, no government official 
remained in a supervisory position over the wati:r management package. 

Another significant innovation was the introduction of ratification meet- 
ings which are held after the plans and estim;.tes for rehabilitation are ready, 
and intended primarily as a mechanism to explain proposals for rehabilitation to 
the farmers and to obtain their approval. 

The problems inherent in the handing ov8:r exercise have been somewhat 
ameliorated by the introduction of a method of joint inspection by the ID and 
the DAS, which allows the two departments to come to an agreement on 
whether rehabilitation is completed or, in the event that some feature is not 
satisfactory, for provision to be made to the D.iS for completing the particular 
item. An important feature is that a time limit ( i f  one has been set before which 
the DAS must inform the ID of any defects in design or construction. This 
holds both departments accountable in having the job completed speedily. 

The APTs coming to the picture early in the rehabilitation exercise has 
helped the construction agency in designing and planning the rehabilitation pro- 
gramme, and in tying the proposed water mana5ement programme to the physi- 
cal improvements/modifications to the system. This was important as until then 

'%hc tank supervisor position has however been aholish<:d recently. 
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there was little discourse between the ID a i d  the APT/DAS, such that after 
physical rehahilitation, the APT/DAS had little basis upon which to devise a 
water management programme appropriate tcm the physical improvements/modi- 
Cications. The introduction of the DO into the APT has also meant more weight 
being given to social and community considerations in village irrigation systems. 

The other important innovation, in the latter part of 1984, has been the 
Sub-committee on Village Irrigation, which under the chairmanship of the GA 
provides coordination of the rehabilitation process at the district level. This 
appears to have had some major salutary effects especially for the process of 
"handing over." While the District Agricult iral Committee (DAC) has several 
officers (approximately 15-20) who must rr eet to make policy decisions, the 
Suh-Steering Committee has only 4-5 key meinhers who meet quarterly and who, 
under the chairmanship of the GA can take quick decisions.15 

Key Problems Faced by Acxivity 

There are several problems in the strate67 of rehabilitation and the strategy 
of organizing farmers for irrigation water management activities. Whilst these 
are interrelated, they will be presented here separately for ease of discussion. 
The discussion is based in large part on the study conducted by the ART1 in 
1984 in six village irrigation systems in Monc:ragala district, four of which came 
under the VIRP (Abeyratne and Perera 19861. Hence the information presented 
here mainly reflects these data and should not be considered conclusive of the 
whole programme. 

The Rehabilitation Process 

The rehabilitation process under VIRI' can be divided into four major 
stages, namely the preliminary investigation stage, the design stage, and the 
construction stage. The fourth stage is that of "handing over" the system of 
DAS after physical rehabilitation is over. The major problems that surface at 
each of these stages will be discussed briefly. 

Preliminary investigation stage. As mentioned earlier, certain criteria have 
been laid out for the selection of tankdanicnts for rehabilitation. These criteria, 
whilst being important, still overlook certain other important considerations. 
Among these: 

I5The range ID/DDs, ASC/DAS and in the event tha. land has to be alienated an officer from the 
Land Commissioner's Department. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

The importance of sources of income outside of irrigated agriculture in the 
project area, particularly for the more impoverished farmers. 

The likelihood that input and product pri:es will justify increased atten. 
tion to irrigated agriculture on thk part of the water-users. 

That there exists local capacity for systcm management given existing 
household production strategies. 

That the local social structure is conducive to a rehabilitation exercise. 

Community articulation of the desire for r(:habilitation of irrigation works 
by the government. As noted by Coward (1984), communities that are able 
to come together and agree to request assistance will display the social 
capacity required for successful future irrigation development. 

More stringent criteria for selecting the most needy plus those with an 
agricultural background in the event that ;in abandoned tank (olagama) is 
selected for rehabilitation. Otherwise the illherent social welfare aspects of 
the programme will not be met. 

Design,stage. Typically--and the VIRP casc is no exception-the technical 
irrigation agency is given the responsibility for establishing design criteria and 
thereafter in applying these to construction. When responsibility is bestowed 
almost entirely on the ID and the latter is consequently held accountable for 
any future defects in design and construction, it is almost inevitable that the 
local community is not consulted nor involved in the design process. 

This omission of local knowledge and experience from the design process 
was a serious drawback especially for the first firw years of the VIRP. Unfortu- 
nately as pointed out in the ART1 study at 1oca:ions that had or were undergo- 
ing rehabilitation, less than 1% of the farmers said that they were consulted or 
even kept informed of the design plans. When asked if they would have been 
able to provide useful information if actually ccnsulted, most farmers said that 
they could have. Sixty-six percent of the farmer,; who said that there were prob- 
lems in the' physical works after the rehabilitation programme, attributed these 
problems to the fact that the ID did not consu't the local residents. In one of 
the study anicuts for example, the farmers coniplained that the ID undertook 
rehabilitation of the anicut-viz. raising and strengthening the dam--without real- 
ising that what was needed was a feeder canal h.om the adjacent stream to aug- 
ment the water supply, a fact that they coulil have pointed out. Medagama 
(1982) also cites an illustrative example of a tank that was rehabilitated at the 
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cost of Rs. 25,000/- only to be abandoned, as it only irrigated 2 hectares on 
completion. At the same time farmers in the area said that what was really 
required was a way to divert a stream in Ihe catchment area rather than to 
improve the headworks. 

Subsequent to the ART1 research study, the idea of farmer meetings at the 
initial investigation stage was introduced. 16 This was a great improvement as 

pointed out by ID personnel who said that t iese meetings eased their work and 
considerably improved relations between thc farmers and ID, especially as the 
former were now kept informed of the rehabilitation plans of the latter. How- 
ever the process is still one of informing farmers rather than eliciting their 
participation in decision-making or employing them in the construction process 
(other than the mandatory requirement to have farmers do earth-work on the 
field canals). 

The Construction Stage 

From the large numher of tanks/aniciits earmarked for investigation in 
each district, selected works are chosen for rehabilitation in a particular year. 
After an estimation of costs undertaken by the ID, the latter calls for tenders. 
Usually the contractors selected, supposedly the lowest bidders, are not from the 
local area and consequently they prefer to import their labour from outside. 
Supervision of construction is done by the technical staff of the ID. Hence there 
is little local involvement in the construction stage. 

The delay in obtaining confirmation by i he District Agricultural Committee 
(DAC) and the contractor’s interests elsewhere result in the delay of the con- 
struction programme.” This has serious emsequences for the farmers as no 
cultivation is allowed until physical refurlishment is completed, sometimes 
extending to four or more consecutive seasons. Since they are not employed in 
construction, they have no other sources of income or means of subsistence. 
They also felt that actual construction involved poor quality work since there 
was little ID supervision, and because they had no authority to check on the 
type nor the quantity of materials used. 

16According to the former VlRP Project Director/lII these farmer meetings are held in approxi- 
mately 80% of the cases. 

“In fact the ID is now considering introducing a e ause when calling for tenders that requires 
contrctom to take an onlv one scheme at a time. 
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Handing Over.'After physical  rehabi l i ta t ion ,  t h e  refurbished irriga- 
tion system is supposed to he "handed over" to the DAS. "Handing over" 
implies several things. First, the fact that one department is responsible for 
rehabilitation and another for operation and naintenance creates problems, 
primarily an ambiguity in responsibility for the  refurbished systems. This situa- 
tion has since been improved by introducing the method of joint inspection. 

The second factor implied in the term "handing over" is of course that 
process involving a give and take exercise that is confined to two government 
departments. This reflects what appears to he the generalized perception that 
these rehabilitated schemes belong to the state and not to the community and 
that by definition those living and cultivating iinder these systems are merely 
recipients of government services. 

~ 

The third factor implied in this "handing over" exercise is that the techni- 
cal agency, the ID, can undertake the rehabilitaiion exercise without supporting 
a participatory approach and simply leave it to the DAS to be committed to the 
latter after "taking over." And attempts to niohilise farmers after "handing 
over" thus become undermined. As docnmenteil by others (Mayson 1984), the 
advantages of farmer participation in the different stages of rehabilitation is the 
increased likelihood that the physical improvemsmts in the system are less likely 
to result in management problems in the future. Additionally, farmers will gain 
useful practical knowledge and appreciate the cimponents of the irrigation sys- 
tem that require the most care and maintenanci: (Korten 1982). Unfortunately, 
these advantages may not materialize under tht: VlKP given the current 
approach to the rehabilitation process. 

The Water Management Programme I 

All irrigation schemes that are rehahilitatemi are in principle considered for 
inclusion in the water management programme. The water management pro- 
grammcs are to be adapted to the requirement!; of each system but they share 
the twin goals of making efficient use of rainf,dl and tank-stored water by (a) 
improvements in the dependability of the water supply, and (h) a more equitable 
sharing of water among farmers in the command area. 

The responsihility for implementing the wibter management programme lies 
with the Water Management Division of the D,\S which delegates to its districk 
level appendage, the APT, the responsibility to visit each tank/anicut proposed 
for rehabilitation, to prepare an appropriate wa er management programme, and 
to supervise its implcmenlation. 

I 
Most components of the water managemeit programme were deemed suc- 

c,essful hy the farmers. In the ART1 study f m  example, 73% of the farmers 



commented positively on the distribution of water under the rotational schedule 
drawn up under the programme. Nearly 60% of the farmers said that their own 
water supply had improved subsequent to rel-tabilitation and introduction of the 
recommended water management practices. 

Hence, the extension component ensuring'adherence to certain agronomic 
and water distribution practices seems to he working well, though cultivation 
risks under minor irrigation systems (given the precarious water supply) prevent 
farmers from adopting certain recommendecl practices such as growing subsi- 
diary food crops in Yala.I8 The problem appears to be that the officials who are 
responsible for the above extension-type acti rity, the APT, are also responsible 
for organisational activity. As Coward (198ti) notes, the problem here is that 

extension agents are formally trained to diss,:minate information rather than to 
organize farmers groups." What is argued here is that if the APT plays primarily 
an extension-oriented role (for which incidentally it is trained) it cannot also be 
expected to play a successful catalytic role (for which it is not trained). 

I 

Apart from the orientation of the APT, another key problem is its constitu- 
tion. A major drawback is the lack of a FR ox the APT who would provide local 
feedback. As the project progressed it was anticipated that the DO would fill this 
vacuum. But the DO, despite his orientation, remains a government officer and 
is therefore always external to the village environment. Including an FR (in this 
case the Vel Vidane) on the District APT w ' d d  ensure consideration of com- 
munity interests. 

The second drawback in the constitution of the APT, granted its "official 
flavour," is that it has no ID representativt:. The result is that the APT too 
becomes external to the physical rehabilitatim exercise, which remains strictly 
the I D S  domain. 

A third drawback, which was subseqnerLtly corrected, was that under the 
VIRP it was expected that the Tank Supervisx would be ultimately responsible 
for the implementation of the water manapnent  programme in about 10-15 
tankdanicuts. Hence he was seen as the key figure to take over from where the 
APT left off, in consolidating the farmer orgauisations and assisting the group 
leaders. He also was to supervise the laying out of the internal field channels 
and drainage systems; in assisting farmers in constructing and replacing prefab- 
ricated farm gates, establishing rain gauges and time schedule hoards; and in 
installing measuring devices, which he thereaiter used on a regular basis to keep 
track of tank water levels. 

''Crowing subsidiary food crops in Yalo has often proved to be difficult encourage, given the 
tasks. 
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Hence the Tank Supervisor was interjectei into the hierarchy, almost as an 
intermediary between the APTs and the Tank Committees, but in practice as an 
agent of the former, to oversee the operation and maintenance of the system. 
This in effect emasculated any self-reliance on the part of the farmers in operat- 
ing the irrigation system. The tendency therefore, even in the smallest dispute, 
was for farmers to go to the Tank Supervisof to mediate, rather than attempt to 
resolve it among themselves. 

Under the VIRP, the Vel Vidane is supl’osed to play a vita) role in the 
operation and maintenance of the irrigation s:istem and in the implementation 
of the water management programme.” The ]‘el Vidane is supposed to operate 
the sluice, supervise water deliveries based on a predetermined rotation to the 
groups, collect daily rainfall data, and function as the Chairman of the Tank 
Committee. But, while given important tasks to perform by the Tank Committee, 
under VIRP the Vel Vidane position becomes undermined because of the other 
positions introduced into the hierarchy. Ultimitely i t  is the Cultivation Officer 
who has the necessary legal backing to prosemte those who violate irrigation 
rules. 

The Tank Committee and the Community 

Within the institutional framework set out under the VIRP, the only forum 
for any farmer participation in decision-makinl; is at the Tank Committee level. 
Here the FRs (note, not the farmers) ciime together with the state’s 
representatives--the KVS, CO, TS, GA, AI,  TA-under the Chairmanship of the 
Vel Vidane, to decide on the operation of the iystem for the particular season. 
At the Tank Committee meeting, decisions are made such as the dates to do 
maintenance works, clear scrub on the tank bund, desilt field channels, and 
determine procedures for bethma cultivatioli. The Tank Committee hence 
becomes no more than the kanna meeting, and rarely meets more than once a 
season. Conflict resolution and other tasks thal. need to be performed on a con- 
tinuing basis during the season are dealt with by the officers concerned, since 
only they have the necessary legal and administrative authority. 

I9The V d  Vidane is appointed under the Agrarian Services Act and his redesignation in the Act is 
that of Farmer Representative (FK). Bul as they are so-call:d Farmer Representatives elected on the 
basis of a field channel irndcr VIRP, the old designation of V d  Vidme  i s  attached to the person who 
is elected under thc Agrarian Services Act. ‘L’he latter is ele:ted four a period of 3 years and emnot he 
removed by the farmcr. If the Iaiter wishes they can pay him a ruwundiram but evidently tliis mrrly 
happens, perhaps reflecting the focl that the I‘d Vidane is. perceived by the farmer as being redly 
accountable to thc state, through the Cultivation Officer. 
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In the course of the ARTI study we d i ~ o v e r e d  at least four sets of proh- 
lems confronting the concept of a Tank Corimittee. The first is the “commun- 
ity” that the Tank Committee represents. The focus around the water supply-- 
the tank--is one that harks back to the part where the water source was the 
epicen~er of community life, economically znd socially. In the past, “the one- 
tank, one-village“ concept was in fact all perrasive (at least in the dry zone) and 
elaborate rules and regulations were established to keep this hydraulic commun- 
ity intact (Leach 1961). However a proces!; of state penetration of the rural 
areas, which has accelerated since the 1950s, coupled with natural demographic 
changes within village communities, have cnntributed today to making the 
notion of community around the irrigatior water source extremely fuzzy. A 
market in land has brought outsiders into what were relatively socially homo- 
geneous communities and these outsiders have managed to buy land even in the 
traditional purana wela sections thus making it harder for the original cultiva. 
tors to maintain exclusive rights to land ancl water on the basis of prior appro. 
priation. Population pressure and resultant land fragmentation have resulted in 
irrigated paddy land decreasing in importance for the community; village boun- 
daries have been extended to cover further acreage beyond what was watered 
by the tank such that these paddy lands h e o m e  ra infedmd are not dependent 
on the irrigation water source. 

Hence today the village tank does not enjoy the primacy it  had in the past 
and land holdings under the village tank arc’ extremely fragmented and do not 
meet subsistence requirements.20 As a result many villagers depend on other 
crops (such as chena) and other activities to bring in a larger proportion of the 
income. 

In some of the irrigation systems selected for the ARTI study this was 
clear; the village tank was not the main cmtrihutor of income nor of social 
identity for the community, and often it was of little consequence to all but 
those cultivating a limited acreage immediately adjacent to it. In  such a situation 
it becomes difficult to elicit even the limited farmer participation envisaged for 
the Tank Committees. In this respect the modicum of farmer participation 
expected for the Tank Committee might he realistic. The problem arises when 
more community--wide participation is expe’:ted, especially for system mainte- 
nance in the future. 

The second problem that plagued some localities was that the community of 
water users was not conterminous with thost: represented on the Tank Commit- 
tee. The latter is defined only with reference to irrigation water users but there 
were cases where other populations were drawing water from the same source. 

201n the ARTI study (op at) 11 was found that 70% o’all holdings are lew than one acre 
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For example in Kehellanda, in one of the ART[ study localities, a "show piece" 
for the water management programme in Monwagala, there was a sizeable com- 
munity immediately next to the tank whose subsistence depended on fishing in 
the tank. However this community was not represented in the Tank Committee. 
As a result there was a series of conflicts over water levels and the rights each 
group had over the tank and its water. From this it is evident that if farmer 
participation is to be encouraged, it is impoitant to delineate irrigation and 
water-user community boundaries more reali:.tically, and not expect commit- 
ment to a Tank Committee simply because on': owns land under its command, 
similarly excluding others because they do not use the tank water for irrigation 
purposes should be avoided. 

The third aspect that emerged in the ART[ study with respect to participa- 
tion in the Tank Committee was the critical qiestion of who owned the irriga- 
tion water source. In  earlier times, the water jource (the tank or anicut) con. 
tributed to the definition of community and consequently spelled out a clear set 
of privileges and obligations for those who lilred and cultivated relying on it. 
Today on the contrary there seems to be some ambiguity as to who owns the 
irrigation works. In those irrigation systems tkat had undergone rehabilitation, 
the majority of farmers (67% in the ARTI study) said that the state had owner- 
ship and clearly therefore the state had respon:,ibility for operation and mainte- 
nance. However in those systems that had n',t undergone rehabilitation, the 
village community felt that they themselves owned the irrigation system. The 
pervasive belief that, subsequent to state emhai.ked rehabilitation, the commun- 
ity no longer owns the irrigation water source, has several implications for 
farmer participation. At the least it cannot he t.ssumed that the community will 
have the incentives to participate in system management or maintenance. 

In  the ARTI study, the question of who should do maintenance and who 
actually does maintenance work was addrestied. While farmers in the pre- 
rehabilitation tanks and anicnts felt that i t  was. the community's responsibility, 
those who had state involvement in the form o'rehahilitation, stated that it was 
clearly the government's responsibility. Howei er, because they were compelled 
to do maintenance work under the water manngement programme, they did in 
fact undertake i t .  The farmers were emphatic in pointing out that though this 
was called shramaduna by the project authorities, i t  was actually done only 
under compulsory fiat. Thus the pertinent question that remains is what will he 
the incentive/compulsion for farmers to und:rtake maintenance work in the 
future? 

The fourth aspect that concerns the introduction of the Tank Committee 
concerns the fate of irrigation water manageme,it if anything happens to existing 
institutional arrangements. While in principle it is accepted that existing arran- 
gements are allowed to continue, it is hard for the APTs to do all the required 
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tasks in the short-time available to them ind also determine the extent and 
strength of existing local capacity for irrigalion water management and thereaf- 
ter devise strategies that serve to utilize the latter. From the limited data availa- 
ble for Moneragala, it appears that the A P T  gets over this problem simply by 
advocating the introduction of a Tank Committee disregarding existing institu- 
tional arrangements. 

Implications for Future Policies 

Cross-cultural studies demonstrate the advantages inherent in small-scale 
irrigation systems for eliciting farmer parti ipation in investment, design, and 
construction, and operation and maiotenani:e activities (Lynch 1985). Because 
small-scale irrigation projects are of a manageable size and have more accessible 
technology, and because the communities surrounding them tend to be rela- 
tively homogeneous, it is typically believed that opportunities for community 
involvement tend to he enhanced and that i n  turn the success of these projects 
depends on eliciting community involvement. 

From the government’s point of view, there are several advantages in 
promoting community involvement from th,: inception of a rehabilitation exer- 
cise. Typically, small-scale irrigation projects tend to be widely scattered and 
thus costly for government to invest in feasidity studies prior to investment. It 
can instead rely on the community to provide information on factors such as 
micro-variations in soil, climate and crop water needs, quite apart from valuable 
socio-economic information such as legal a r d  customary property rights in the 
water sourte, and ownership rights of land or labour availability on a seasonal 
and permanent basis. The community can also provide human resources for 
construction or  system repair, thus reducing the costs to government. And of 
course if management and administration ,of the systems after construction 
remain with the community, the expense to the government will be reduced. 

However the ability and willingness of the community to take on project 
responsibility, especially the kinds of tasks t 2at follow rehabilitation, depend on 
at least four factors: a high level of community participation from the inception 
right through the different phases of project development; the existence of (or 
potential for) local organisational capacity capable of decision-making in relation 
to system management and resource mobilization for irrigation-related tasks; 
economic and social incentives for participation that would include agricultural 
prices to encourage farmers to contribute towards the system; and clear-cut 
property rights in land, water, and the irrigalion works that bind the community 
together and provide a reason to come together for group decision-making and 
other irrigation-related tasks. 
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It can be argued that in Sri Lanka, where state intervention has been exten- 
sive since the 1930s, and strong links have beer forged with the state apparatus 
and the market, village communities can no Imger he expected to have local 
organisations that are autonomous and totally (:ommunity-based. In that sense, 
it is only realistic t o  expect some degree df state involvement in small-scale 
irrigation systems. State recognition may be a pre-requisite to formalizing local 
organisations so that they may for example, be able to obtain credit or be 
involved in construction, and state financing may be the expedidnt route to 
physical rehahilitation of the system. The queition then is, tn what extent is 
farmer participation warranted and expected anc is the strncture under VIRP an 
effective mechanism for eliciting the anticipated degree of farmer participation. 

The VIRP does expect farmer participation in irrigation-related tasks suh- 
sequent to rehabilitation. I t  expects this Participation tn be one of undertaking 
tasks related to system operation and maintenance and for enforcement of rules 
with regard to it. It expects to enlist this participation through a semi-farmer 
organisation--the Tank Committee--which consim of farmer representation and 
state representatinn. 

It appears that the problem for VIRP arises because it expects the kind of 
farmer involvement or participation (after thi: state-sponsored rehabilitation 
exercise), that can emerge only if certain prior conditions conducive to 
farmer/community participation are met. But iri a situation where local organi- 
sational capacity is hardly involved in the different phases of system rehabilita- 
tion and development, and thereafter called upon only for undertaking 
irrigation-related tasks with little concomitant decision-making responsibility, i t  
is difficult to expect effective farmer participati<m that is at the same time self- 
reliant and self-sustaining and willing to take on future responsibility for system 
operation and maintenance. 

Additionally, the APT which is no more than a bureaucratic appendage of 
the DAS (perhaps only more mobile) has been cdled upon to perform what is in 
a sense a catalytic role, and to promote farmers to organize themselves in hydro- 
logical groups and thereafter into a Tank Committee. A team that is composed of 
three government officers selected for their te(:hnical skills and whose task is 
primarily to formulate an appropriate water management programme is unlikely 
to have the resources or the skills required for oiganisational activity. 

Where the VIRP could have profited was to have paid more attention to 
the local community structure, including exisi:ing institutional arrangements 
and appropriate types of leadership that could have been mobilized for irrigation 
water management, to have considered alternai.ive investment approaches for 
rehabilitation, and to have involved farmers m0.e in the rehabilitation process. 
But as it chose to use the APT as the basic mechanism for ensuring post- 
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rehabilitation system operation and maintenance and the Tank Committee, 
which is weighted by government presence i n d  functions only as a kanna meet- 
ing, it is clear that the main thrust of the VIRP is not to promote participatory 
farmer management of the irrigation system,, in any sustained way. Rather the 
whole rehabilitation-cum-water management programme under VIRP has served 
to consolidate the government's role in irrig:ation water management under vil- 
lage irrigation systems. In  doing so, the stati: has once and for all established its 
lead role in providing serviccs to the rural ai'eas. Given the continuing theme of 
welfarism that pervades government policy, this is perhaps consistent. What is 
problematic is if the state thereafter anticip3tes that future irrigation responsi- 
bilities will be assumed by the local community. 

To summarize, village irrigation systemii in Sri Lanka have become increas- 
ingly integrated into the national economy and society. The VIRP is an example 
of deliberate and focused State intervention into village irrigation systems 
through a process of physical rehabilitation, coupled with a water management/ 
institutional component. The VIRP, by ph:rsically rehabilitating village irriga- 
tion systems, by providing advice on appropriate operation and maintenance 
activities and on new agricultural practice!;, and therafter by introducing an 
institutional arrangement to implement the latter, is concentrating and consoli- 
dating the State's role in village irrigation systems. In doing so it gets the job 
done: physical rehabilitation of the system is accomplished, maintenance work is 
done, water management is successful. Incleed, all this matches the people's 
perception that hecanse the State owns the irrigation system, it is also responsi- 
ble for ensuring the performance of system operations and maintenance tasks. 
l h e  problem huwever arises when the state ,deems it fit--not the least because i t  
cannot shoulder all the administrative, financial, and logistical burdens of irriga- 
tion management-to hand over some of these activities to the community. 
Chances of motivating the farmers to participate in sustained local group action 
a this stage become problematic. 
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